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PREFACE
This issue of Script is the fourth edited and produced entirely by students.
I am honored to serve as the faculty editor and teacher for the English Academic
Cooperative (ENGL 2389), a course designed to provide hands-on experience in
creating a publication. This year’s editorial staff included 11 students and I am
deeply proud of each and every one of them.
Editorial work requires immense creative, emotional, and intellectual labor.
Each editorial staff bears a huge responsibility: elevating the voices of their peers,
doing justice to the journal’s legacy, and making something beautiful for future
generations of students. This year’s staff demonstrated extraordinary optimism,
teamwork, and heart. I was profoundly moved by their kindness and care for each
other as well as for our campus community.
Their open-minded aesthetic is reflected in their diverse selections. This
year’s poems and short stories range from minimal to expansive, gorgeous to truly
unsettling. We have particularly strong academic essays, showcasing our students’
sharp analytical voices. South Campus students make absolutely stunning visual
art. This issue includes metal work, printmaking, collage, drawing, and painting. Be
on the look out for our beloved Red Dog interspersed throughout the pages.
On behalf of the student editorial staff and the TCC South Campus
Department of English, I am proud to present the 2017-2018 issue of Script. Enjoy.

Logen Cure
Faculty Editor for Script
Tarrant County College South Campus
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Morgan McKelvey

My Mother’s Face
BURGUNDY WALKER
my mother’s face
wishes her eyes were made of sand.
it is hard to cry through crumbling grit and if she did,
would her tears then turn into diamonds?
would it be enough so her fancied luxuries could be made true?
perhaps she’ll be able to string her dew dropped jewels onto a
fine threaded line—patience be her motivation—for a bracelet
or maybe a necklace
to take the place of her drooping cheeks.
would her fingers—in all their nimbleness and practicality—finally be rewarded
if she wore her pain like a fur?
many times, she’s had to.
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I Am
JARA LANG
Brass, copper, ground turquoise, resin, 8”x11”x4”
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I Am
JARA LANG
Brass, copper, ground turquoise, resin, 8”x11”x4”
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The House Hidden in Suburbia
SYDNEY MARTIN
Golden locks fly through the air like streamers, trying to catch up with the
little girl in denim overalls as she pedals a shiny red tricycle past quaint houses
lining the sheltered suburbia. Her freckled nose scrunches in concentration as she
attempts to fight the strong gust of wind blowing in her direction. Rays of sunlight
radiate off the sidewalk, tanning the back of her neck and casting a glow amongst
her honeyed curls. Leaves the color of firelight tickle her face in the autumn breeze,
but she doesn’t let it deter her as she races against the fastest creatures her
imagination can conjure.
Her legs pump with a determined zeal, picking up speed as she makes her
way down the peaceful street, the squeal of the small tires standing out on the
silent block. Up and down her feet go as she hunches closer to the handles, allowing
the force of her small body to propel her forward even faster. The girl’s tongue
peeks out of her mouth and her brows furrow as she turns a corner onto an
adjacent street, going so fast she’s positive she must be flying. Thrilled, she giggles
at the thought and hurtles on until all she can see is the cement path ahead of her,
filled with winding trails and daunting rises. Impeccable houses set among freshly
manicured lawns become a blur, cascading leaves are only a flash of light in her
quest for momentum.
In a moment of surprise the little girl is jerked to a halt so sudden she’s
nearly knocked off her trike. She gasps for air, trying to rub away the soreness in
her chest, as she discovers for a horrible second what it feels like not to breath.
With the pain fading, she looks down at her feet to see the ratty laces of her worn
tennis shoes tangled around the pedal of her tricycle. She kicks her leg with all the
force she can muster, repeating it with a stubborn determination until the laces
have only tightened their grip. With a small whine of frustration she makes an
attempt at bending down to reach the shoe and nearly hits her cheek on the handle.
Refusing to divert her adventure, she begins thinking of a big escape when she
hears a ferocious banging.
Squinting through the bright daylight, she’s met with a towering ramshackle
house that sticks out like a sore thumb among its neighbors, the charm of its
features just enough to give it a hesitant nod of approval among the wholesome
community. The first thing the girl notices is the rusted iron fence, its gate perched
open to a cracked footpath steadily losing its battle with the weeds. Three giant
steps follow it to a porch with an overhang that has begun to slouch in the
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unforgiving heat. A door, once red, stands among the stained brick of the house.
The child shivers in her seat, too young to tell if it’s the gust of wind or the strange
house.
Another bang, much harsher this time, rings through the air. With a startled
yelp, she looks over to a spread of windows near the porch to see a woman madly
batting at the glass. Smudges of black hang low around her eyes, tear-stained and
blood-shot. A long white shirt hangs on her body in disarray of shredded parts and
red stains, exposing her chest and stomach. The little girl’s eyes widen as they
make eye contact and the pounding increases, followed by muffled screams she
can’t understand. The woman waves frantically, beckoning for her, all her modesty
lost as urgency sets into her face.
Gripping the handles of her trike, she stares at the woman, curious about
her lack of clothing and confused by what must be so important she had to scream
it. The little girl passes over the thought of wishing her mother would let her do
that too. With clear vexation the woman shouts louder, what sounds like begging,
smacking on the glass so forcefully it begins to groan. A gale of wind picks up
rustling the leaves around the small girl and she shivers again, knowing this time
it’s definitely the wind. Her mother would be wondering where she was soon.
Remembering her urgent escape of the tricycle’s clutches she gives one final
yank and smiles when her shoelaces come loose. Both feet make their way back to
the pedals to push them forward when she stops to remember something. The little
girl turns towards the window and waves a goodbye to the woman who begins to
scream so loud the child has to fight the impulse to cover her ears. Her mother
wouldn’t want her to be rude. A looming shadow crawls over the woman inside the
house and the little girl knows it’s time to leave.
Turning back around, she picks up where she left off, racing down the street
to the sound of distant shrieks, taking the sharp turn with great enthusiasm. A
quick popping sound, much like a firecracker rings throughout the quiet street and
the screams come to an abrupt stop. She doesn’t slow, but grins as the wind races
with her now, excitement in her veins, hoping one day she too could have that
much fun.
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Red Dog, Suburbia
KYLE HANSON
Oil on canvas, 24”x36”
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Hourglass Figurine
BRIANNA HARKINS

you undress
as much as
you can
but
skin
cannot
be taken
off
so easily
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Me Consume La Temor
STEPHANY RODRIGUEZ
Colored pencil and ink on paper, 9”x12”
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White Lies, Dark Truth
JEANA OWENS
Children are born with a need for genuine acceptance and love. This longing
is in the heart of every person and at the heart of “White Lies” by Natasha
Trethewey. The poem details the efforts of a young biracial girl who tells small
“white lies” to pass herself off to others as white. She doesn’t fully fit in either white
or black spaces, and this dynamic, put with her method of using lies to find love
and acceptance, ensures the ultimate futility of her quest.
The first stanza establishes the speaker’s racial identity and social
position—biracial “in a black place”—and conveys how that position is viewed by
the people around her, as well as how she sees herself, which is the motivation for
the white lies she tells (5). The first two lines of the poem identify the topic—lies—
as well as the time span for the lies told: “when I was growing up” (2). The rhythm
and rhyme of the following two lines resemble the singsong voices of schoolyard
children mocking a classmate, “light-bright, near-white, / high-yellow, red-boned,”
while the diction establishes the tension between her and the people surrounding
her, based on the way they view her as a result of her biracial identity (3-4). The
placement of this description at the center of the first stanza as she describes her
childhood indicates that the tension has also turned inward. She has internalized
the viewpoints of the people around her. She sees herself primarily as a biracial girl
who doesn’t fit in, and she sees this identity and placement as shameful and worthy
of ridicule (5). When she returns to her original topic, it is now clear that when she
says “white lies,” she not only intends the conventional meaning of the phrase—
small lies—but also that the purpose of the lies is to convince people that she is
white.
The second stanza’s confessional tone and enjambed lines give the sense of
an intimate conversation, as the speaker goes through the different kinds of lies
she tells and then uses imagery to describe how she is rewarded for the lies with
acceptance and affection. The first kind of lie is verbal: she tells “white folks” that
her family lives uptown, “not in that pink and green / shanty-fied shotgun section /
along the tracks” (7, 9-11). The bright colors of the houses—an attempt to mask
the ugliness of poverty—parallel with the color imagery of her white lies. The
second lie is more of a charade, as she attempts to present herself in a way that will
convince others that her dresses are expensive, store-bought dresses from “Maison
Blanche” rather than homemade (14). The second lie reinforces what the first lie
has already hinted at: that, for her, “white” represents not only skin color and
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social standing, but also wealth. The third lie is a lie of omission: a white girl in her
class mistakes her for white and she does not correct her. She is rewarded for her
lie when the white girl “squeeze[es her] hand” and whispers conspiratorially,
“Now / we have three of us in this class” (17-18). However, the acceptance is not
genuine, and the insinuation is that it will be temporary.
The final stanza continues the use of imagery to convey what happens at
home when her mother discovers her lies. Lines 19 and 20 set the tone of dread,
“But I paid for it every time / Mama found out,” and the scene unfolds as the
speaker describes her punishment: “She laid her hands on me, / then washed out
my mouth / with Ivory soap” (21-23). Even the soap is white, and her mother’s
words confirm the symbolism when she says, “This / is to purify… / and cleanse
your lying tongue” (23-25). It may be clear to the reader that her mother means her
sins have made her impure, but it is equally clear that the speaker believes it is her
color that makes her dirty and in need of cleansing and purifying. The final
statement is key to the speaker’s mindset and motivation, as well as the futility of
her attempts: “Believing her, I swallowed suds / thinking they’d work / from the
inside out” (26-28). Just as she believes other people who tell her that her color
diminishes her worth, she now believes her mother that the white soap will
literally make her white and grant her the love and acceptance she seeks.
White lies buy the narrator a false affirmation and temporary affection but
ultimately her attempts to mask the truth prevent her from finding the genuine
acceptance she so desperately craves. In public, her sense of belonging is fleeting
because it is based on an untruth, and at home she is isolated by her mother’s
knowledge of the lies she has told. Her lack of inclusion wherever she goes is
heartbreaking. Perhaps even more tragic is that she cannot find love and
acceptance from herself.

Work Cited
Trethewey, Natasha. “White Lies.” Poetry Foundation, Poetry Foundation.
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Mortis
JESSICA GARCIA
Charcoal on paper, 20”x28”
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From the Cradle to the Grave
APRIL NICOLAIDES
Bracelet/shackle: brass, bronze, drink chips/rainchecks, black onyx, 3.5”x4.75”x1.5”
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I Swear
SYDNEY MARTIN
I swear, oh I swear my boy never laid a hand on me;
He knew words like fists that hurt just the same.
God knows his demons fed on my heart with glee.
Left festered cuts and bruises only I could see,
My boy and his words always had the perfect aim.
I swear, oh I swear my boy never laid a hand on me.
He knew the score and denied every heart-felt plea,
With blows that branded, he won every game.
God knows his demons fed on my heart with glee.
A smile filled with promises that would not be;
His favorite love to hate I surely became.
I swear, oh I swear my boy never laid a hand on me.
Looks so wicked he would never set me free,
But in his eyes I swear I saw the world aflame.
God knows his demons fed on my heart with glee.
Insults gifted like flowers I could not flee;
Inside I know I only had myself to blame.
I swear, oh I swear my boy never laid a hand on me.
God knows his demons fed on my heart with glee.
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The Search and The Struggle
SYDNEY MARTIN
As a nation that has faced grueling division due to the stacked racial tension
continually boiling over generations, 21st-century America is closer than ever to
answering the call of true equality. Just decades previously, the atmosphere was
much different as black citizens battled the oppression the normalcy of racism
allowed. Each day was a struggle to take in any scraps of contentment that could be
found while staying safe amongst a Eurocentrist society. The confines of discrimination met its first true series of cracks in the 1950s when the depth of the African
American plight made its way to mainstream America in the form of the Black Arts
Movement. This wave of passionate communication provided a form of expression
for families in diverse stages of racial consciousness as they made their way
toward cultural harmony. Amidst those who sought to voice their ideas, Lorraine
Hansberry’s play A Raisin in the Sun redefines the meaning of fulfillment and
prosperity through the span of generations in an African American home searching
for an identity among an unaccepting culture.
As the oldest male figure in his family, Walter Lee walks a tightrope between the way his peers perceive him and who he wants to be. Driven to his core,
with the blood of American enterprise running through his veins, Walter wants
nothing more than to prove his competence to the women in his life. Amidst a
dominating culture he is not a part of, he believes he has discovered the answer
when he vehemently tells his mother “[money] is life, Mama!” (Hansberry 528). His
desire to be seen as a true man in the eyes of his family is fueled by the display of
money and luxury he sees exchanging the hands of rich white men each day until
“it’s like [he] can see the future stretched out in front of [him]—just as plain as
day,” ultimately leading him to cling to the hope of a similar success (Hansberry
528). Through his exclamation of such a trivial value among hard times, he highlights the childish immaturity he possesses as he dreams big. He refuses to give it
up, feeding off of the belief that he knows best, and as a result “Mama and Ruth are
still trying to raise him, emotionally, morally, financially, and familially” (Parks).
Consequently, Walter Lee finds himself in a “cultural limbo,” experiencing “‘this
sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others,…an American, a
Negro; two souls, two thoughts, … two warring ideals in one dark body’” (qtd. in
Parks). What’s left of Walter is a longing to be a positive symbol despite the
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opposition brewing in his mind, and a profound confusion on whether to settle his
dreams in favor of the good of his family or keep moving further towards his goal.
Facing the heightened awareness of double consciousness and trying to
decide which side of the spectrum of expectations to stand on, Walter Lee is at a
fragile point as he attempts to come to terms with the cards life has dealt him. He
becomes all too aware of the contrast in both American and African cultures,
causing him to “[give] only to those who give to him, and join only those who join
him first” (Parks) which he demonstrates when Ruth asks him, “Oh, Walter—ain’t
you with nobody!” to which Walter replies “No! Cause ain’t nobody with
me!” (Hansberry 535). His incessant declaration of solitude reveals the inner
turmoil Walter Lee faces as he looks for an answer to himself in all the wrong
places. While he tries hard to fight the tide of stereotypical views of Mr. Lindner, he
comes close to succumbing to its oppressive disposition, throwing away his family’s coveted pride for material gain. The only thing that keeps him balanced is the
women he thought had betrayed him, who essentially saw the potential in him
above all else. With this information, it can be said that Walter’s discovery of true
manhood did not come in the form of his father’s shadow, but in his ability to
accept himself as he is. As Walter attempted to find himself though his masculinity,
driven on by the proud images of African and American men, he is able to finally
start to come to terms with the role he plays in his family.
Beneatha, always craving bigger and better things, encompasses the laborious scramble to see the best in an opposing nation while still fighting to come out
on top. From the beginning she yearns to know herself, to find out who she is while
surrounded by people that tell her who she should be, stating that she
“experiments with different forms of expression” in order to make herself known
(Hansberry 513). Though her avenues of soul searching consist of small things
such as guitar lessons and horseback riding, it appears that Beneatha becomes so
lost in her search that she begins to look for herself in people as well, namely men.
Beneatha finds positives and negatives in both the wealthy class of black American
George Murchison and the prideful African roots of Asagai, using them to learn who
she is while simultaneously allowing them to hold her back. This becomes clear
when Beneatha quickly chops off her hair after Asagai accuses her of “mutilat[ing]
it every week” in the name of assimilation or even when George demands she “Get
dressed” out of her African robes to which she also complies (Hansberry 521-32).
Beneatha’s wandering wish for more than she has among society ultimately earns
her the name “Alaiyo” from Asagai, which “stresses the hunger and thirst by marginalized peoples, in this case Blacks, for the contentment that liberty alone can
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provide. It is a satisfaction that cannot be obtained from ordinary food” and Beneatha appears to be sick with it (Effiong). Her rebellion and extreme resistance to
varying sides of her history in the name of locating something better eventually
causes her to lose a great deal of the roots she has and as a result, pushes her
further away from her true identity.
Being the head and heart of a large family wrestling for happiness, Mama
Lena emphasizes the idea that good things come to those who wait, while providing her loved ones with the wisdom necessary to keep going. Having been raised in
the previous generation, she learned very early on that pursuing her dreams was
secondary to survival, instead spending the majority of her life fortifying strength
above all else. This is made evident when Mr. Lindner’s visit to their home is met
with Mama’s cry, “Did he threaten us?” which emphasizes her instinct to protect
her family. Along with that is the knowledge that times have changed in the ways of
persecution among black folks, as the 1950s became more about the shunning of
differences than actual lynching (Hansberry 556). This alone keeps her moving
forward with her head held high, unashamed as she is described as “‘a woman who
has adjusted to many things in life and overcome many more’ yet she has not been
defeated by these obstacles” (Murray). Mama Lena is constantly in tune with her
heritage, refusing to reflect on her history with regret or hate:
she illustrates that pride in the South also comes from the recognition that it
was on Southern soil that black Americans first made their mark on the
national culture, and that these contributions demonstrate an ability to
maintain a unique and productive identity despite the attempted cultural
theft and dehumanization of enslavement (Murray).
With the faith Mama has developed, she is able to combine her past and her present into a merged consciousness through the “violent loyalty” of her heritage and
the embracing of her future (Murray).
In the humble act of setting aside her dreams and desires, Mama Lena finds
contentment in seeing to the growth of her family. By “[enabling] the family to
move beyond the limitations of their current environment… through the process of
adopting [her] attitude toward their shared Southern past” and helping them to
“gain the confidence needed to face the challenges obstructing their pursuit of a
sustainable future” all that’s left for her children is to take the final steps (Murray).
In this way Mama “‘forms that critical link between the past [Africa] and the future,
[and] articulates and transmits the traditions of the race to the next generation’” (qtd. in Effiong). With this finding, it can be seen that though Mama Lena has
passed her prime, her belief in herself results in the fulfillment of her dreams.
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Life can offer a person an array of advantages even as they find themselves
surrounded by numerous disservices. As a country split by bigotry and inequality
in the 1950s, America felt the first sparks of reform fueling the fire for change. In
its wake, many African Americans were in a constant state of finding themselves,
whether that be through the knowledge of other’s opinions, a raging defiance, or
melting two split identities together in an attempt to move forward. But no matter
where a person finds themselves in these levels of consciousness, it remains
relevant even today that finding yourself is half the battle as desires are revealed.
A Raisin in the Sun brings to life the journey of a black family seeking the joy of
dreams accomplished while battling the obstacles of racism and prejudice, bringing
with it a hope for future generations in the black community.
Works Cited
Effiong, Philip Uko. "Realistic, Mythic, Idealistic: Hansberry and the African Image." Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism, edited by Thomas J. Schoenberg
and Lawrence J. Trudeau, vol. 192, Gale, 2008. Literature Resource Center.
Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in the Sun. Text to Text: Writing about Literature,
edited by Janet E. Gardner, Tarrant County College edition, Bedford/St.
Martin’s, 2017, pp. 497-575.
Murray, William. "The Roof of a Southern Home: A Reimagined and Usable South in
Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun." The Mississippi Quarterly, vol.
68, no. 1-2, 2015, p. 277+. Literature Resource Center.
Parks, Sheri. "In My Mother’s House: Black Feminist Aesthetics, Television, and A
Raisin in the Sun.” Drama Criticism, edited by Lawrence J. Trudeau, vol.
57, Gale, 2017. Literature Resource Center.
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Red Dog, Habitat
KYLE HANSON
Oil on wood panel, 24”x36”
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Haddie’s House
SARAH EZROW
“A Visitation?” I ask.
The lady behind the desk is wearing what looks like a flight attendant
uniform and her dark hair is in a high ponytail. “Yes, you can visit the Living in their
dreams. It’s really something,” she says with a manufactured smile.
I shrug and let her guide me to the room. It’s really small, and there is
nothing in the room but a chair. It leans back like a dentist’s chair. I hesitate before
I sit then lie back. The Ponytail Lady tells me to close my eyes.
Instantly, I feel like I’m floating and my head feels heavy. I open my eyes, but
I cannot see or hear anything. I can’t move. Slowly, a new environment begins to
appear before me: thin blue carpet, dull grey metal, chairs and tables. I hear shoes
squeak on waxed wood floors. I hear tapping and clicking, phones ringing, and
then...a bell rings.
Teenagers flood the endless and dim hallways all around me. There is
murmuring and laughing, lockers opening and closing. Faintly, I hear someone
crying. I walk toward the noise, but every figure I look at doesn’t have a face. It isn’t
until I am near my old English class that I see her: Chelsea. She’s on the floor with
her knees up to her chest against the door. The moment she sees me, her eyes
widen and she stands up, shouting my name. She pushes past faceless figures and
jumps to wrap her arms around me. I unwillingly catch her, and she’s sobbing, her
tears are agony.
I feel a pop in my forehead, like someone has flicked my brain right between
my eyes, and I am back in the small room and the chair. Ponytail Lady asks me how
my Visitation went, and I flip her off.
“That bad, huh?” She frowns. “Haddie’s House is not responsible for any bad
experiences during Visitation.”
“What kind of place is this?” I grumble. “Who is in charge here?”
“If you have a complaint, I can take you to see my manager,” Ponytail Lady
says with a manufactured smile. She takes me up a flight of stairs and to an office
with “PERSEPHONE” on the window and she knocks. The door opens and my jaw
drops as I lay eyes on the woman who opened it. Her skin is kissed by the sun and
luminous locks lusciously cascade down her back in perfect waves. Roses and
greenery placed at her crown, she is a goddess.
“Lacey,” the woman greets, her voice like stepping into a warm bath. “Oh,
and guest.”
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The Ponytail Lady, apparently named Lacey, says, “I’ve brought you an
unsatisfied customer.” Her tone has changed. She is suddenly a casual conversationalist.
“I bet you didn’t see that coming,” the gorgeous woman says sarcastically.
“Percy, please, I have heard that joke for thousands of years,” Lacey says.
They laugh and Lacey walks back downstairs. I am invited inside Percy’s
office. I wonder if there is some joke I didn’t get and if Lacey was being serious.
This “office” isn’t an office at all; it’s an apartment. There’s a seating area, a
kitchen, and a door that I assume leads to a bedroom. There are plants and trinkets
everywhere: gold and glass figurines, porcelain dolls, wind chimes, and an ornate
tapestry covering one wall. The colors are warm and comforting. As we sit down,
Percy says, “Lacey is one of the Fates. She knows everything that has happened,
that is happening, and will happen to everyone on Earth. She knows when you
were born, when you first rode a bike, your first kiss, and she knows why you died.
How you died.”
I clench my jaw. “And she tells you,” I take a guess.
“Yes,” Percy says as she laces her fingers together. “That is how I know how
to help you.”
“Help me? Help me what?” I demand. “I’ve already helped myself! I escaped.”
“And yet here you are,” says Percy nonchalantly.
My nostrils flare. “Well, I didn’t expect there to be anything after death,” I
say through gritted teeth.
Percy places her hands on her lap and leans in, half-whispering, “There
isn’t.” She leans back up. “You are neither dead nor alive, your consciousness is just
floating around between planes of existence. Most humans stay here for eternity
because they have unfinished business that holds them to Earth.”
“So then what is keeping me here?” I ask.
“We need to figure that out before you can cross over,” Percy says gently.
I sigh. “What do I need to do?”
At that moment, Lacey walks through the door. She’s not wearing the
uniform, but a gown and cloak. Her hair is still in a ponytail. She is holding what
appear to be two pieces of thread.
“Welcome, Lacey,” Percy says.
Lacey bows her head slightly. She holds up the two pieces of thread and I
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can see now that they used to be one long piece until it frayed and broke. “This is
your life,” Lacey says to me. “It was supposed to be longer and richer, but I spun it
too tightly and harshly. For that, I am sorry.”
I’m a bit taken aback at all the information as well as the apology. I don’t
think anyone has ever genuinely apologized to me before. A stinging sensation in
my throat boils up and my eyes begin to burn as I fight back tears.
“I can analyze the frayed ends and tell you exactly what you can do in order
to cross over,” Lacey tells me with a genuine smile. “You won’t be seeing Haddie
any time soon, my friend.”
“Hmph, my wife is wonderful, thank you very much,” Percy says, pretending
to be offended.
“Not for the souls who don’t want to spend eternity here,” Lacey claps back.
I’m beginning to feel more at ease as we laugh and joke about the afterlife
while Lacey analyzes my thread. It takes a while, but Lacey finally has a solution.
“You felt unloved and lonely despite being around people. I think you should do
some more Visitations, see that people really did love you.”
“And what if I don’t Visit someone I know?” I ask.
“In order to connect with someone’s dream, they have to have intense
feelings about you. Whether that be fear or hatred or some kind of love, you will
connect with them,” Lacey informs me.
My mind jumps to Chelsea. Did she care about me more than I thought, or
was she just feeling guilty? “Okay, I’ll do it,” I say.
Lacey and I leave Percy’s apartment and go down to the lobby. She opens
the door for me and I enter the Visitation Room.
***
I walk into the lobby and Lacey is at the front desk again. “Hello, Dear!” She
greets me. She always seems happy to see me. “Are you here for another Visitation?”
I shake my head. She smiles at me with knowing eyes.
Just then Percy walks in, and she gives me a hug. She asks me to come over
for tea to talk about my Visitations. We walk up to her apartment and I sit down in
the recliner, my usual spot.
“So how are things going?” Percy asks as she pours the tea. She gives me my
two sugars.
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“I’ve learned a lot,” I begin. “Many people cared about me more than I
thought they did. And Visiting them helped them as much as it helped me.”
“You say ‘many.’ Are there people you didn’t Visit?” Percy asks.
“Yeah,” I explain. “And for a long time, I wondered why I wasn’t connecting
with them. I took it personally. But I realized if they didn’t care about me or they
hated me, that it was okay.”
“Oh?”
“I did my best to be me, and I tried so hard to make people like me, but the
thing I needed to do was like myself. That is my biggest regret.” I sigh with relief.
Saying it out loud makes it final.
Percy smiles at me with a gentle sort of pride in her eyes. “I think it’s time.”
A twang begins in my chest and spreads throughout my body. I know what
she means, but somehow, I still feel that I am not ready.
She walks me up another flight of stairs to the penthouse. “Haddie, darling,”
Percy calls.
There is cobblestone tile flooring and concrete walls. There are candles
everywhere, and I wonder about fire safety measures. The room has a dark and
dungeon ambiance, but I’m not scared. I know what I want to do.
“Oh, Persephone. You are just in time, I was just out walking Spot.” Haddie’s
voice is deep and smooth, velvet compared to Percy’s cheeky delivery.
The fact that these two named their dog “Spot” is unbelievable.
Haddie floats gracefully over to us in her floor-length maroon gown. She
looks at me quizzically. “You are not ready to cross over, child,” she says as she puts
a cold hand on my cheek. Percy seems unfazed. “Something else troubles you.”
I look Haddie straight in the eye and say, “I want to stay.”
Haddie glances at Percy, who is simply smiling. After thinking for a while,
Haddie says, “You could take over for Lacey in the lobby, she is spread quite thin…”
Percy gasps and hugs Haddie aggressively.
“You will be here forever, you know,” Haddie says.
I look at her and Percy, and think about Lacey and smile. “I know.”
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The Artful
H. E. RIDDLETON
To when I thought I was dying
I.
The dormitory of the genesis
Jets out, triangular fetish
Of three cross eyes, white and sun
Struck. The light lies have been dismissed,
The hiss-hiss hissing is not new. It is to be
Punished. It is to be called upon.
The serpent coils in and in
On itself, preserving the death
Mount of spears, smearing
The head-long foot.
Barbarians belch songs
In their long, long boats,
The length of granite ale as
They collect their novelties.
The elder devils snap their horns,
Send their spores, strangle a clarinet.
Their feathers reduce to blackness
Over blackness, ribbed legs jut the meat.
Trombone fingers wire the grub,
It rubs slick silver down the chute,
Down the sarcophagus. To eat, my dear,
Is to induce a famine.
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The farm-finishers melt the cabbage,
The lettuce sprays the stain the pruned
Pustule rubbed and rubbed. Dying
Is a courtship this time around.
The bank of the arachnid crawls
And calls open like loose lyres.
The fires transpire to roses, to
Aphrodisiacs. The venom sucks
Down the rain. The spider, red-ribbed
Like a plague carrier, is first to board
The ark.
II.
The aureate spider
Joins the ark. The Titanic
Returns its telegraph, spelling
Out, in thin-mint mourning,
The lordship of leg over
Sail, over even sky. Dactyl,
Acrylic bite splits in
Two. The art rolls black, glitter
And dust and sea glows back into
The Syracusia of
Its body. The Valentine
Cherries ripen with flesh-colored
Poison—the white hymen
Hangs like fruit, the pus dribbles
A Babylonian cloud in
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Ball of web. The engorged
Notary ebbs the flow of
Nowhere, the recluse is a new
Dimension, now opened—
Demons deciding demons
Until, in oracle schism,
The pagan swamps hoot and
Revelations close to the
Octagerium behemoth.
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Arachnophobia
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Dissecting the Fly
BRIANNA HARKINS
Although Emily Dickinson did not title most of her poems, her use of
carefully specific language and oddly placed punctuation make the need for a title
obsolete. Dickinson’s poem, often referred to by its first line, “I heard a fly buzz
when I died,” is no exception. This poem contains mostly colloquial words
referenced in unusual ways, and these word choices characterize death as tedious
and nonchalant.
In the first stanza, the speaker describes “The Stillness in the Room” to be
“like the Stillness in the Air— / Between the Heaves of Storm—” (2-4). This room
the speaker was dying in had the same sticky, suffocating feel as the atmosphere
during a lull in a storm. You can feel the unpleasantness surrounding the speaker
as they are forced to listen to the buzz of a fly through the humid air. “Stillness” not
only describes the air in the room but also the people who must be surrounding the
deathbed patron. Each person is probably standing perfectly still, barely breathing
for fear of missing their loved one’s final moments.
“Heaves” is an interesting word to use as a noun in this instance. In this
case, as stated before, “Between the Heaves” is used in place of simply “lull” or
“rest” (4). This choice is interesting because the word itself is somewhat violent,
which contrasts with the words “stillness” and even “air,” but goes hand in hand
with the word “storm.” Usually used as a verb, “heave” means, “to cause to rise and
fall with or as with a swelling motion; to vomit, throw up” (“heaves”). As a noun,
“heave” standing alone means, “the rise and fall of the waves or swell of a
sea” (“heaves”). Using this strong, imposing word adds depth to the situation. Not
only are the deathbed attendees waiting in expectation for the inevitability of
death, but they very well may be physically sick from it, or they were when the
verdict was unknown. Since they now know the speaker is about to die, they can be
relieved of the emotional and physical burden of not knowing what is to come.
Now, they can use that energy to mourn their beloved.
The witnesses know death is about to take the speaker from them forever,
whether to heaven, or to dirt. Stanza two states their eyes “had wrung them
dry—” (5). Quite literally, each person could no longer produce any more tears.
Their faces were more than likely still damp from all the tear-produced moisture in
the air, as a washcloth is still damp after having been wrung out. The action verb
“wrung” lets the reader recognize the weariness the gathering experienced. Had
Dickinson just written, “they stopped crying,” the stanza would not feel as tired as
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it does with the wisely chosen “wrung.” To cry oneself out of tears takes much
work, and these friends and family members did just that.
In the same stanza, the speaker claims, “And Breaths were gathering firm /
For that last Onset—” (6-7). The occupants in the room were waiting for the
speaker’s “last onset” of breath while gathering their own. A “King” is mentioned in
the line following. Whether this “King” should be understood as the Christian God,
which is often referred to as such, or whether Dickinson meant death itself, does
not matter much in the constraints of the poem. If she means God, then the
audience in the room has the rested assurance their beloved is going to live in
heaven after leaving them. If Dickinson means death itself, then they have the
knowledge that what happens is what happens—there is no wondering, no
guessing anymore. Either way the speaker will no longer be with them in mind and
body.
“I willed my Keepsakes…” is a loaded statement made in the third stanza
(9). Literally, the speaker wrote who gets what into their last will and testament.
However, Dickinson used the personal word “keepsakes” when she could have
used impersonal words such as “belongings,” or “items.” “Willed” and “keepsakes”
used in the same line of thought gives the feeling that it took effort, a strong power
of will to give up the items dear to them. Death is forcing the speaker to sign away
the things they have gathered throughout their entire life to be kept by other
people. The next few phrases in stanza three read: “…Signed away / What portion
of me be / Assignable—” (9-11). The speaker understands a part of them will be
given away after they sign the will.
The last thought in the third stanza reads “—and then it was / There
interposed a Fly—” (11-12). The verb “interpose” is defined as “to assume an
intervening position or relation; to step in between parties at variance; mediate; to
put in or make a remark by way of interruption” (“interpose”). These definitions
are significant descriptors of this returning fly. This tiny buzzing nuisance is
interrupting the line of thought of the speaker, as well as changing the subject in
the poem. This seemingly unimportant word “interpose” allows this subject change
to effect seamlessly. Using the fly as a catalyst, “interpose” lets the reader know the
speaker is no longer concerned with the writing of the will, but the thoughts about
the event still linger. The fly is not only interrupting the speaker, but is acting as
mediator between the family and friends as well as in the poem itself. Many law
transactions involve a mediator, including attorneys acting on behalf of specific
parties in the writing of a will. The attorney would “interpose” between members
to make certain laws were kept, and that the wants of the will’s creator were
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properly fulfilled. Using “interpose” in the short phrase ending the third stanza was
a genius way to fulfill the concept of the speaker assigning their keepsakes to those
they loved, while simultaneously merging into the next concept.
The final stanza continues the lines about the interposing fly: “With Blue—
uncertain—stumbling Buzz— / Between the light—and me—” (13-14). Flies have
a habit of flying around every which way with absolutely no rhyme or reason,
which makes “uncertain” and “stumbling” the perfect words to describe its buzz.
The fly stumbled between the light and the speaker, but what the “light” means
can be taken different ways. What first comes to mind is a literal light from a bulb
in the room, or possibly streaming through a window the speaker is mindlessly
staring at until the fly interferes. Perhaps the “light” here is being used metaphorically referring to heaven, which would go along well with the possibility of “King”
referring to God. The choice to use “light” instead of being more specific gives the
reader the choice to view the poem more literally or more metaphorically, with
either view being a justifiable response.
“And then the Windows failed—and then / I could not see to see—” (15-16).
The last lines of the poem remind the reader that the narrator is indeed passing
away as the poem ends. “Windows” here can refer to structured windows in the
building encasing the dying person and their company, or it can cleverly refer to
the cliche “eyes are the window to the soul.” The latter would make the phrase “I
could not see to see” more meaningful and appropriate. The final shutting of the
speaker’s eyes close them off from the world, in mind, spirit, and body.
Emily Dickinson used primarily nouns and verbs found in everyday
conversation and warped them to discuss death in a way that would be abnormal
to most people. Death is not usually discussed so casually, even with the possible
implications of spiritual happenings. The words Dickinson chose allow readers to
make their own decisions about what exactly is happening, in turn allowing the
poem to be read differently each time through. No matter the differences, the poem
always ends in the speaker’s quiet death.
Works Cited
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If I Come
BURGUNDY WALKER
if i come
to you as tar,
do not expect
the permanency
of cement.
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Edna and Jane
CRYSTAL MARTINEZ
Mental illnesses have always had a stigma and a social prejudice. Many view
these illnesses as unimportant and underestimate the great damage they can cause
to those who suffer from them. A great number of authors, such as Virginia Woolf,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Jay Asher have written powerful works of literature that
brought these social misconceptions to the forefront and helped society see how
crucial mental health concerns really are. Authors Kate Chopin and Charlotte
Perkins Gilman both use their protagonists from The Awakening and “The Yellow
Wallpaper” to speak about the struggles of mental illnesses. Edna Pontellier from
The Awakening and Jane from “The Yellow Wallpaper” both struggle with mental
illness and are devalued by their spouses and family. Although both women share
these struggles, they differ in the reasons why their illnesses develop and the
outcomes they face.
To elaborate, both Edna and Jane have difficulties coping with their internal
struggles. Edna, unaware of her mental health, suffers from depression and has
mood swings that vary day by day. Some days “she [is] very happy without
knowing why” while there are other “days when she [is] unhappy” with no clue as
to the cause (Chopin 593). Jane also suffers from depression, but is misdiagnosed
by her husband and brother with neurasthenia, an illness that attacks the nerves.
This was a popular medical diagnosis for emotional issues at the time. However,
she is aware that she is not just suffering from a “temporary nervous depression,”
but something more severe (Gilman 844). Modern readers would recognize her
struggle as postpartum depression. Both women are secretly fighting against their
illnesses, devalued by their loved ones, and ignored in their time of need. Edna
does not share her struggles with her husband, friends, or family due to not
knowing how to communicate with them, as well as not understanding what she is
feeling and what she truly wants in life. Likewise, when Jane attempts to bring her
illness to her husband and family’s attention, they ignore her and assure all of her
“friends and relatives that there is really nothing [wrong]” with Jane and that they
should not worry (Gilman 844). Edna and Jane are both pushed to succumb to their
illnesses as a result of their environments and circumstances.
As Edna and Jane’s suffering increases, their struggles manifest in different
ways. Edna lives in a society where expectations for women were to play home-
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maker and give her all to her husband. Edna is constrained in a world where a man
expects “a certain tacit submissiveness in his wife” (Chopin 592). As a result of
living a suppressed life she does not enjoy, Edna begins to develop depression. Her
depression also affects the way she interacts with her children and husband. She
shows little interest in being a mother and is not happy being a wife. Edna’s
“inattention [and] habitual neglect of [her] children” and her unexplained crying,
which is “not uncommon in her married life,” are signs of her depression (Chopin
552-53). She also has days in which she “[nurses] a mood with which she [is]
becoming too familiar for her own comfort and peace of mind” and feels that life is
“leaving its [promises] broken and unfulfilled,” showing her misery (Chopin 606).
Her decision to take two lovers outside her marriage for very different reasons also
emphasizes her depression. She faces “multitudinous emotions” due to these
affairs, pushing her to a more fragile mental state (Chopin 614). The tension
increases as the story progresses, and eventually these circumstances send her
spiraling down a path that greatly harms her both mentally and physically.
On the contrary, Jane’s illness starts out as postpartum depression. In “The
Yellow Wallpaper,” Jane tells the reader that she has a newborn baby boy who she
“cannot be with [because] it makes [her] so nervous” (Gilman 848). In contrast to
Edna, Jane is aware that she is not mentally stable and needs treatment, but her
loved ones ignore her cry for help. Instead of taking her thoughts and feelings into
consideration, her husband John “laughs at [her],” which Jane views as something
that “one [would] expect…in marriage,” and does not see the true extent of damage
this is doing to her mentally (Gilman 844). Not only does Jane lack her husband’s
support, but he also denies her any kind of outer support. John isolates her from
any kind of companionship and interaction with “stimulating people” that he
believes would cause her more harm than healing (Gilman 846). With no one who
believes her, no one that listens to her, and isolation from those she loves, Jane’s
state deteriorates and she soon begins to hallucinate a woman behind the yellow
wallpaper, who “shake[s] the pattern” in an attempt to escape, only for those
hallucinations to become more recurrent and vivid (Gilman 849). As both Edna and
Jane continue to go down their paths, they lose their sense of stability and meet
their tragic ends.
Eventually, the constant neglect and ignorance of the people around them
propel Edna and Jane to their horrendous demises. As Edna nears her end, one of
her acquaintances finally reaches out to her and offers his help. Doctor Mandelet,
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Edna’s family physician, conveys his willingness to hear Edna and understand her
internal struggles in an attempt to save her. He reveals to her that she “seems to…
be in trouble” and if she ever needs anyone to confide in that he “would understand
[and that] there are not many who would” be willing to open up themselves in
order to understand what she is going through (Chopin 635). Although Edna finally
has someone who is willing to listen and help, she does not take his offer. She tells
him that she does not “feel moved to speak of things that trouble” her and reveals
more to him about how “there are periods of despondency and suffering [that] take
possession” of her, demonstrating the strong hold her depression has on her
(Chopin 638). As all of the decisions and events that Edna experienced come
together and inundate her, she realizes that there is only one way for her to end
her confusion and mental instability. She returns to where everything started,
Grand Isle, in hopes to obtain and secure her independence and lucidity. Upon her
return, Edna returns to the sea, which from the beginning had a powerful calling to
her, and walks out into the water. Edna feels safe as the “the sea is sensuous [and
enfolds her] body in its soft, close embrace,” pulling her deeper into its waters
(Chopin 638). Continuing farther into the depths of the cold water, Edna begins to
reminisce about her childhood meadow, her family, and her friends all while
“exhaustion [began to press] upon and [overpower] her” body. At the same time,
Edna recognizes that Doctor Mandelet “would have understood” and helped her,
but knows that it is too late to be saved, unearthing that she has decided on suicide
(Chopin 839).
On the other hand, Jane’s hallucinations of the woman become more vivid as
she begins to see not only the one woman but begins to see a “great [number of]
women behind” the yellow wallpaper and its pattern that is full of life (Gilman
852). This only increases to imagining seeing the woman she first saw behind the
wallpaper outside the house “creeping all around the garden” and in the “open
country” far away from the restraints that the walls created for her (Gilman 853).
The escalation of the intense and haunting apparitions finally makes Jane reach her
breaking point and she loses her sanity. Jane believes she is now the creeping
woman as she claims that she has “pulled off most of the paper” from the wall to
prevent both John and Jane from putting her back in it (Gilman 855). Jane becomes
so absorbed by her illness that she has lost all sense of reality.
In both Edna and Jane’s cases, mental illness became more prevalent and
overpowering due to the neglect they experienced in their society. Kate Chopin and
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Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s work brought to light how crucial the importance of
treating and recognizing mental illnesses. They made the public realize that people
who suffer from these disorders should not be unattended and hidden, but should
be cared for and understood.
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Bushwick
MORGAN McKELVEY
On a boardwalk
Where the train ends
There’s a song they’re singing still,
And a boy
Who has forgotten
Every word through force of will.
There were secrets
In the stairwell
Where I saw him stumble in.
He had meant
To see the sunrise,
But he’d stayed too long again.
The next night
I rode the subway
Til I fell asleep inside.
It is simplest
To stay hidden
When you do not want to hide.
There were things
I never told him,
Things I wish that I could say.
But my words
Are in the inkwell,
And my quills have gone away.
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